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How do our perceptions of the power and limits of free will influence post-carbon
planning? Is anything in community life inevitable, or do we have potent free will as
individuals and as strands in a local web of human connections?

The first two columns on this first Sustainable Centre County page explore these questions,
which also are central to the unfolding story of Webster’s Cafe, proprietor Elaine Meder-
Wilgus and the community that loves them both.

As supporters and local officials have rallied for Webster’s, there’s been some backlash:
observations that if business revenues weren’t enough to pay the rent, “a contract’s a
contract” and local government shouldn’t intervene.

At this strange historic moment, permaculture’s honoring of the fertile, diverse bounds
between cultivated and wild is echoed in our local creative acts as we find our way into new
economic and social arrangements.

In economics, the domesticated turf is boot-strapping individualism, with free will limited
to malleable consumer choice. But wild community economics recognizes that humans
need things the market can’t provide — love, sense of belonging and contemplative quiet
among the most important. The shorthand for the tension is “profit vs. people.”

Two centuries of fossil fuel-subsidized economic growth have made investment banks into
dominant cultural institutions. That has spread the worldview that lending at interest for
profit isn’t taboo as usury; that people are the sum of their consumption; that market
principles bring the most goods to the greatest number; and that unprofitable businesses
should disappear when “the market has spoken.”

This history has obscured the importance of social contracts: living agreements between
free and interdependent citizens and their democratic governments to use public resources
to transform holistic social and moral values (shared visions of the common good) into
reality, into farms and shops, mills and fisheries, schools and hospitals, neighborhoods
and playgrounds.

Those who argue the primacy of the business contract, market values of wealth ownership
and the
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separation of economy from government implicitly ask, “What’s next?” If our local officials
respond to public pressure to preferentially nurture community-focused social
entrepreneurs, won’t that rig the game?

What’s next if we don’t? The game is already rigged; communities have been left out of
decision-making for a long time. Banks and investors have called the shots while our
governments have either collaborated to expand their dominance or stood politely aside
out of deference for the purported neutrality of market forces.

Yet even abstinence has been participation. Hundreds of virtual votes have been cast for
the steady dismantling of local culture and the last vestiges of the historically crucial public
square that Webster’s stands for.

Webster’s current painful crisis in its evolutionary struggle to embody a new commercial-
communal cultural institution is, oddly, another gift to the people of Centre County as we
work to relocalize.

It’s a deeper manifestation of “what local looks like” that has mobilized a critical mass of
people to really think hard about how we can consciously link our fates to Webster’s.

Can we step out of the banker’s worldview and create indigenous interlocking legal and
financial systems to gradually replace chain stores that sell imported luxuries with
homegrown shops that sell locally made necessities? Can we create new, more symbiotic
forms of public-private collaboration in the meantime?

We may finally be reaching a consensus that profit for a few people doesn’t enrich
community networks and that those networks are the most secure assets in which we’ll
ever invest. We’re realizing that in the long run, profit-driven economic models are
inherently incompatible with healthy social contracts.

So we warily venture into this thorny landscape between what is and what could be,
between individual and community, into the heart of democracy. It’s the wild frontier for
our generation, precisely where the descendants of restless explorers, pioneers and
immigrants ought to be.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer, community organizer and steering committee
member for Transition Town State College. She can be reached at katherine_
watt@hotmail.com.
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